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TRENDING IN

BANNED

SPACE

Singapore is holding nationwide 
events to mark 50 years since it 
became an independent state.
Singapore became independent when 
it was ejected from the Federation of 
Malaya amid social unrest.
In 50 years, the former British colony 
has transformed itself into one of the 
world’s wealthiest countries.

Italian match-fixing pair Potito 
Starace and Daniele Bracciali 
have been banned for life  by the 
Italian Tennis Federation.The pair 
are accused of corruption having 
fixed matches for financial gain.
Investigators say they have text 
message and `chat` exchanges that 
point to possible match-fixing.

Physicists have 
unveiled a raft 
of new findings 
about neutrinos 
bombarding the 
Earth from above, 

below - and within. An experiment 
built in a vast slab of Antarctic ice 
has doubled its count of “cosmic 
neutrinos” from outer space, by 
searching for arrivals passing 
through the planet from the north.
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NORTH KOREA CREATES NEW TIME ZONE
North Korea is to 
switch to a new 
time zone to mark 
its liberation from 
the Japanese at the 
end of World War 
Two, says state 
media. North Korea 
is currently in the 
same time zone 
as South Korea 
and Japan, which are nine hours ahead of GMT. But 
Pyongyang Time will see the clocks put back by 30 
minutes on 15 August. The entire Korean peninsula - 
then one country - was 8.5 hours ahead of GMT until 
Japan colonised it in 1910.

Source PTI

Source PTI
Source PTI

Abbreviate-verb
abbre-viet

meaning----shorten
antonymn--expand

One of tech’s biggest names, Google, is reorganizing under 
a new moniker - “Alphabet” - in a move underscoring its 
founders’ ambitions to pursue ventures far beyond the 
company’s Internet search core, from self-driving cars to 
cutting-edge medical research. It will still use the Google 
name for its popular Internet search engine, mapping 
service and related products. But CEO and co-founder 
Larry Page said that the creation of the new holding 
company called Alphabet will provide more independence 
for divisions like Nest, which makes Internet-connected 
home appliances, and Calico, which is researching ways 
to prolong human life. 

India-born Sundar Pichai has been named CEO 
of Google as part of a surprise corporate overhaul 
that saw the search giant forming a new parent 
company called Alphabet Inc.Pichai, 43, the current 
company vice-president, has worked on some of 
the company’s best-known products, from the 
Chrome browser to the Android mobile software. 
He holds an MS from Stanford University in Material 
Sciences and Engineering and an MBA from the 
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, 
where he was named a Siebel Scholar and a Palmer 

An official song of 
the Winter Olympics 
has got  a chilly 
reception online. 
Beijing won its bid to 
host the 2022 Winter 
Olympics last week, 
but now it’s involved 
in a controversy of 
Disney princess-sized 
proportions.“ The Snow 
and Ice Dance,” one of 10 official theme songs for the 
games unveiled earlier this year, sounds a lot like 
the song “Let It Go,” the hit song from Disney’s 2013 
animated musical Frozen.

THE NEW CEO OF A ‘SLIMMED-DOWN’ GOOGLE

IS THIS THE NEW WINTER 
OLYMPICS SONG?

“Far and away the best prize that life 
has to offer is the chance to work 
hard at work worth doing.”

Theodore Roosevelt 

Scholar.  In addition to being well liked, Pichai has 
been previously described as the “most powerful 
man in mobile” and the “man behind Google’s most 
important products”. 

Kim Jong-un 
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Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal, 
the first Indian-American to be 
running for the US presidency, 
is the youngest among the 
17 Republican presidential 
aspirants for the 2016 elections. 
Jindal, who at the age of 36, 
became the youngest sitting 
governor in the United States 
when he was sworn in as 
governor of Louisiana, however, 

would not be the youngest president if elected in the November 2016 
presidential elections. The youngest person to assume office was 
Theodore Roosevelt (age 42), who became president following William 
McKinley’s assassination. And youngest president elected to office was 
John F Kennedy (age 43 years, 236 days).

Japan has restarted its first 
nuclear reactor under new 
safety rules following the 
2011 Fukushima disaster.

All Japan’s nuclear plants 
were gradually shut down 
after a series of meltdowns 
at the Fukushima plant 
sparked by the tsunami and 
earthquake.

An independent panel in charge of choosing a 
new flag for New Zealand has released the 
longlist of 40 designs to the public.Nearly 
10,300 were submitted to a government 

website for consideration before being whittled down by the 16 members 
of the independent members of the panel.The panel will now select a 
shortlist of four to be put to a public vote in a referendum at the end of 
the year.

Egypt has opened a major 
expansion of the Suez Canal, 
which deepens the main waterway 
and provides ships with a 35km  
channel parallel to it.The expansion 
aims to increase the traffic handled 
by the canal.The expansion will 
allow for two-way traffic along part 
of the route, as well as for larger 
vessels overall.Takings from Suez 
could also be hit by an expansion 
of the Panama Canal, due to be completed next year, which will compete 
for traffic along the Asia-North America route.

Propped up by discounted air tickets 
and increased holiday travelling, 
India has become the fastest growing 
aviation market in the world in 
June, as indicated by the statistics 
available with International Air 
Transport Association. In June, the 
country registered a year-on-year 
growth of 16.3% in domestic air 
passenger traffic, which is more than 
double the global growth of 6.5% 
during the same period. 

 

DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW? DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW?

Young Minds, owned by Ms. latika Kohli, is a Registered Trademark of Young 

INDIAN ARMY TOPS POPULARITY CHARTS ON FACEBOOK!

GLOBAL SATELLITE TO BE NAMED AFTER ABDUL KALAM

Gujarat has 17 airports,which makes it the state with 
the highest number of operating airports in India. 

Tim Cook’s security expenses cost Apple almost $700,000 a year, according 
to new figures filed with America’s securities and exchange commission.

INDIA SECOND IN APSALAR’S CLICK FRAUD INDEX

THE  YOUNGEST REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANT

Even as India is on its way to 
becoming an app-first economy, 
it has been ranked second in a 
click-fraud index by Apsalar, a 
global platform for mobile data 
management. The index measures 
and compares the number of clicks 
while downloading an app across 
various countries.According to the 
Apsalar Fraud Index, for every click 
that results in an installation, there 

are 2.57 fraudulent or unexplained clicks. While India has a score of 
282, Hong Kong tops the index of highest clicks per download at 318. At 
29, Germany has the lowest score.

Indian army is surely ruling the popularity 
charts on Facebook! For the second time in 
as many months, the Indian Army’s Facebook 
page has topped the People Talking About 
That (PTAT) ranking for Facebook pages.And 
with this, it has managed to leave behind a 
host of foreign government organisations 
including the CIA, FBI, NASA and even the 
Pakistani military. The official website of 

the Indian Army gets as many as 25 lakh hits every week. The army first 
entered Facebook on June 1, 2013 and has since then garnered 2.9 million 
likes.

A global satellite for earth observation and disaster 
risk reduction — GlobalSat for DRR — proposed 
under the UN framework is to be dedicated to 
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam as a tribute to the vision of the 
celebrated rocket scientist and former Indian 
president who died July 27.The UN-led GlobalSat will 
provide a common platform that will allow sharing 

of space and data segments, with an ability to serve individual nation’s 
disaster management and development needs. The renaming will inspire 
the next generation of scientists, engineers and space explorers to foster 
innovation and entrepreneurship and pooling of resources to find low-
cost solutions to major problems facing mankind.

INDIAN AVIATION GROWTH FASTEST GLOBALLY JAPAN RESTARTS FIRST NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANT SINCE FUKUSHIMA

NEW ZEALAND’S NEW FLAG

Source PTI

Source PTI

Source PTI

Source PTI

Source PTI

Source PTI

Source PTI

Source PTI

EGYPT LAUNCHES SUEZ CANAL EXPANSION
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A large group of giraffes is called the ”tower”

Smoke from a volcano can create a shape 
resembling a ring

Beijing, Seoul, Tokyo- all these names 
mean “Capital City” in their languages

Trichobatrachus robustus is a frog that breaks 
its own bones and shoots fire on the enemy 
during danger

Zebras are odd-toed ungulates which means they 
have an odd number of toes on each hoof

Shrimps can only swim backwards

A queen bee lays up to 1,500 
eggs per day

Player Jerry West 
is displayed on 

the logo of NBA’s 
basketball team
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WHAT? WHERE? WHEN?

FANTASTIC FOUR

COOL STUFF

Transported to an alternate universe, four young 
outsiders gain superhuman powers as they 
alter their physical form in shocking ways. Reed 
Richards becomes Mr. Fantastic, able to stretch 
and twist his body at will, while pal Ben Grimm 
gains immense strength as the Thing. Johnny 
Storm becomes the Human Torch, able to control 
and project fire, while his sister Sue becomes 
the Invisible Woman. Together, the team must 
harness their new abilities to battle a former 
friend who poses a threat to Earth.

Director: Josh Trank
Starring: Miles Teller, Michael B. Jordan, Kate 
Mara, Jamie Bell, Toby Kebbell, Reg E. Cathey 
and Tim Blake Nelson

THE FLIP PHONE IS COMING BACK!
 LG has launched a new 
model with a handful of 
modern feature - and says it 
will launch in the US and UK 
soon.

Called the LG Wine Smart, 
the handset has a 3.2-inch 
colour touch screen and runs 
Android Lollipop 5.1, as well 
as enabling 4G calls.With a 
circular navigation button 
in the centre of the physical 

keypad, the handset bears a striking resemblance to the more basic 
handsets many of us cherished over a decade ago, such as the Motorola 
Razr.The flip phone is powered by a modern, powerful 1.1GHz quad-core 
Snapdragon 2010 processor and has 1GB of RAM. There is 4GB of internal 
storage and this can be upgraded with a microSD slot.

Who Is Sundar Pichai?

Where was Pichai born?

Pichai Sundararajan, better known as Sundar Pichai, is a technology 
executive who is Product Chief at Google Inc. Pichai was announced 
as the next CEO of Google on 10 August 2015.Subdued and generally 
quiet, Pichai is admired at Google not just for his obvious engineering 
talents but also his general likability.

Pichai was born in Madras, India in 1972. His father Raghunath Pichai 
was an electrical engineer for the British conglomerate GEC and 
managed a factory that made electrical components.
What was prime minister Narendra Modi’s message to Pichai?

DID YOU KNOW?

Within hours of his promotion announcement, India’s Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi sent out a kind tweet to Pichai.
“Congratulations @sundarpichai. My best wishes for the new role at 
@google,” he wrote on Twitter.

Crossword Answer

What number 
replaces the question 

mark?

SUNDAR PICHAI

* As Google’s third CEO, Pichai is taking over a company in flux.
* Pichai and other three members of his family used to live in a two-

room apartment, where Pichai’s younger brother and he used to 
sleep in the living room. 

* During his growing days, he did not even have a Television and 
relied on crowded city buses or a old Lambretta scooter for 
transportation.

* He got his first rotary telephone when he was 12, which was his 
first interaction to technology. With sheer hardwork, he excelled in 
academics in IIT Kharagpur. 

* He even won a scholarship at Stanford University to learn about 
semiconductor physics and material science.

* Pichai’s dad had to take loan to just buy his flight ticket and his initial 
expenses. He even used to break his family savings to withdraw 
$1000 from savings, which was more than his annual salary.

* Pichai was part of the team that launched the Chrome browser 
in 2008 and, prior to that, worked on various search products, 
including Google Toolbar, Desktop Search, Gadgets, and Google 
Gears and Gadgets.

* As CEO of Google, he gets one more feather in his cap and adds a few 
more products to his now giant kingdom -- search, ads, maps, apps, 
Android, Chrome and YouTube will now all be under his purview.
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The data scrambling systems 
used by millions of web 
servers could be much 
weaker than they ought to 
be, say researchers. A study 
has found shortcomings 
in the generation of the 
random numbers used to 
scramble or encrypt data. 
The hard-to-guess numbers 
are vital to many security 
measures that prevent data 
theft. But the sources of data 
that some computers call on to generate these numbers often run dry. 
This, they warned, could mean random numbers are more susceptible to 
well-known attacks that leave personal data vulnerable.

An engineering labour 
of love to bring Bugatti’s 
‘Veyron of the skies’ to 
life is reaching the end 
of its journey.

The beautiful replica 
100P aircraft, dubbed 
Reve Bleu or the ‘Blue 
Dream’, is expected to 
make its maiden flight 
‘a few weeks from now’.
The plane is based on a design which had to be concealed from the Nazis 
during World War II and that would have made it the most advanced 
aircraft of the conflict.Italian car designer Ettore Bugatti believed the 
plane would reach  805km/h, beating the German Messerschmitt top 
speed of 755km/h in 1939.

NASA astronauts aboard 
the International 
Space Station (ISS) are 
ready to sample fresh 
veggies grown in space 
microgravity.NASA’s 
plant experiment, 
called Veg-01, is being 
used to study the in-
orbit function and 
performance of the plant growth facility and its rooting “pillows,” which 
contain the seeds. According to Dr Ray Wheeler, lead for Advanced Life 
Support activities in the Exploration Research and Technology Programs 
Office at Kennedy, using LED lights to grow plants was an idea that 
originated with NASA as far back as the late 1990s.

Jibo comes with a black glass 
“face” that lights up with a 
circular icon that is an eye and 
a mouth, and is ridiculously 
cute. The body has sensors 
that are able to pick up your 
touch and it reacts accordingly. 
For example, it displays a large 
heart on the screen when you 
caress it lovingly.It is called 
a family robot because it can remember the face of every person in the 
house and provide information that is meant only for them. It can also read 
out stories to children, complete with swivelling movements. Its various 
algorithms help it to learn and adapt to the needs of various members of 
the family. And it is downright adorable.

SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENT TECHNOLOGY

DID YOU KNOW?

TECH FACT
WHAT ARE NEUTRINOS?
Neutrinos are subatomic particles with no charge and 
almost no mass, which very rarely interact with anything. 
This means they can practically cross the Universe in a 
straight line, passing through entire planets undeflected 
and undetected.

v A Byte is equal to 8 Bits. A Byte can represent 256 states of 
information, for example, numbers or a combination of numbers 
and letters. 1 Byte could be equal to one character. 10 Bytes could 
be equal to a word. 100 Bytes would equal an average sentence.

LEAFY GREENS GROWN ON SPACE STATION

THE WORLD’S FIRST VENOMOUS 
FROGS DISCOVERED

Scientists have discovered the 
world’s first known venomous frogs 
with spikes on their heads in Brazil. 
The two species of frog discovered 
in the wilds of Brazil have been 
found to be capable of injecting 
poison into predators using horns 
on their head. According to the 
study that describes the species, 
these frogs have well-developed 
delivery mechanisms, utilizing bony spines on the skull that pierce 
the skin in areas with concentrations of glands.

WEB’S RANDOM NUMBERS ARE TOO WEAK

THE BLUE DREAM WILL FINALLY FLY!

BIGGEST ROCKET PARTS FOR MARS MISSION
A giant robot at the 
NASA facility is helping 
engineers build the 
biggest, lightweight 
composite rocket parts 
so far made for future 
space vehicles to deeper 
missions including 
Mars. Mounted on a 
40-foot-long track at the 
composites technology 

centre of NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, 
the robot’s head has 16 spools of composite fibre tape that it releases in 
precise patterns to make both small and large objects.

JIBO, THE FAMILY ROBOT
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DOODLEDOODLE

Using the grid below, how many words 
can you find? Each word must 

contain the central V and no letter 
can be used twice, however, the 

letters do not have to be connected. Proper 
nouns are not allowed, however, plurals are. There 

is at least one nine letter word.

WORD SEARCHWORD SEARCH

He has plenty to celebrate both on 
and off the field.  As an attacking 
midfielder for Bayern Munich 
in the German Bundesliga and 
the German national team,he is 
Germany’s soccer superstar.

What is the O.E.D. ?

Oxford English 
Dictionary
Which food is known as 
“The Staff of Life”?

WORD SCRAMBLE

v eaingltr  ___________
v xeaonhg____________
v nopnetag____________
v erausq  _____________
v eeanlgrct___________

DILIGENCE
LOYAL
NICE
WISE
TRUTHFUL
KIND
HUMBLE
CRUEL
SWEET
CHEERFUL
PATIENCE
SINCERE
HONEST
SENSITIVE

Across 
1. Seek damages
4. Observe
6. Brief
7. Summit
9. “I kid ___ not”
11. Boxer: Muhammad
13. Computer operator
14. Object of worship
15. Forensic crime show
17. Not dry
19. Commotion
21. Academy award
22. Right away
23. Bumped into

QUIZ BOWL

Down
11. Have a seat
2. Extra Sensory 
Perception
3. Hammer or wrench
4. Pig home
5. Large flightless bird
8. Magazine edition
10. Egg-shaped
11. Part of a circle
12. Roman 3
16. Faction
17. Triumph over
18. Garage service
19. Upper limb
20. Not in

A bit of better butter will 
make my batter better 

SPOT THE 5 DIFFERENCES
Unscramble the words related to shapes

Who works 
only one day 
in a year but 

never gets 
fired?

A strange beast stirs fear in 
the kingdom of Lochlanach, 
terrorizing towns with its 
brutality and hunger. In an act 
of desperation, a proclamation 
is sent to all of Eurona—kill the 
creature and win the ultimate 
prize: the daughter of King 
Lochson’s hand in marriage.
Princess Aerity understands 

her duty to the kingdom though it pains her to imagine 
marrying a stranger. It would be foolish to set her 
sights on any particular man in the great hunt, but 
when a brooding local hunter, Paxton Seabolt, catches 
her attention, there’s no denying the unspoken lure 
between them…or his mysterious resentment.

1 How many bits is a byte?
 A. 4  B.   8
 C. 16  D.   32

2. http://www.indiabix.com - is an example 
of what?

 A. A URL 
 B. An access code  
 C. A directory  
 D. A server

3. What does CPU stand for?
 A. Cute People United
 B. Commonwealth Press Union
 C. Computer Parts of USA
 D. Central Processing Unit

4. What do the letters, “DOS” stand for?
 A. Data Out System
 B. Disk Out System
 C. Disk Operating System
 D. Data Operating System

5. What’s a web browser?
 A. A kind of spider
 B. A computer that stores WWW files
 C. A person who likes to look at websites
 D. A software program that allows you to  

access sites on the World Wide Web

6. Which of these is a search engine?
A. FTP  B.  Google
C. Archie  D.  ARPANET

TECHNOLOGY 
QUIZ THE GREAT HUNT

by Wendy HigginsCHARACTER WORDS

How 
many 
triangles 
are there 
in the 
diagram 
below ? 

1-T
he lights

2-T
he track pants of the w

olf
3-T

he ear of the bunny rabbit
4-T

he glove on the m
ouse’s hand

5-O
ne light pole on the right m

issing

O E R | D V B | R A O
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 Answer Four : 5 minutes

  ACTIVE  MINDS

What is the maximum time limit allowed to look for a lost ball in golf?

THEN NOW&

WASIM AKRAM

ACTIVE BODIES

He is regarded as one of the greatest 
fast bowlers in the history of game. 
He holds the world record for most 

wickets in List A cricket with 881 
and is second only to Sri Lankan off-
spin bowler, Muttiah Muralitharan 

in terms of ODI wickets with 502. 
He is considered to be one of the 

founders and perhaps the finest ex-
ponent of reverse swing bowling.

ICC CRICKET WORLD CUP 2015 

HOW ACTIVE IS YOUR MIND?

1) The 2015 Cricket World Cup was jointly 
hosted by which two countries? 
A-India & Sri Lanka
B-India & Pakistan
C-Australia and New Zealand
D-Bangladesh & Pakistan

2) How many teams participated in the 
tournament? 
A- 11 teams 
B-12 teams
C-13 teams
D-14 teams

3)Who was named the Man of the Match in 
the final of Cricket world cup 2015? 
A- James Faulkner
B-Kumar Sangakkara
C - Martin Guptill
D-Virat Kohli

4) Who was the Ambassador of the 2015 ICC 
Cricket World Cup? 
A-Sachin Tendulkar
B-Mark Waugh
C-Ravi Shastri
D-Kapil Dev

5) Which team lifted the 2015 ICC Cricket 
World Cup? 
A- Australia
B-India
C-Sri Lanka
D-Pakistan

DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW?
v Fishing is the biggest participant sports 
in the world.
v Soccer is the most attended or watched 
sport in the world.
v Boxing became a legal sport in 1901.

MICHAEL CLARKE ANNOUNCES HIS RETIREMENT
Australia captain Michael Clarke has announced his retirement from 
international cricket after his side suffered a humiliating innings defeat 
at the hands of a young English side in the fourth Test of the ongoing 
Ashes series. The fifth and final Ashes Test at the Oval will be his final 
match, starting on August 20.Clarke, plagued by a longstanding back 
problem and more recent hamstring trouble, is in a desperate run of 
form with the bat, having reached 25 just six times in his last 30 Test 
innings.And he has become the first Australian in more than a century 
to lose four successive Ashes series in England. Steven Smith is likely 
to become Australia`s captain for their next Test series in Bangladesh.
* Clarke has made 28 Test centuries, one short of Australia batting 

great Donald Bradman`s tally, in his 114-match career.
*Clarke averages just 16.71 in eight innings this Ashes, with a top score of 38 and, as a consequence, 

his career Test average has dropped below 50 -- widely considered to be the mark of an all-time great.
*He retired from one-day international cricket after leading Australia to World Cup glory on home soil 

earlier this year.

TEENAGER COMPLETES ROUND 
THE WORLD CYCLING TRIP

A British teenager, Tom Davies, 19 has completed 
an “amazing” 30,000-kilometer around-the-
world cycling journey that also took him to 
India while raising around 60,000 pounds, a trip 
believed to make him the youngest person to 
achieve this feat.

The trip raised money for charities including 
Prostate Cancer UK; Carney’s Community, which 
works with disadvantaged young people.

PHELPS DOMINATES US 
200M MEDLEY

Phelps  has won the 200m individual medley at the US 
swimming championships in a sizzling 1min 54.75sec. 
Phelps nabbed his third world-leading time of 2015 
in as many days, after dominant wins in the 100m and 
200m butterfly. Phelps lost his world championships 
berth as part of the sanctions for his drunk-driving 
arrest last September. With the US nationals running 
opposite the worlds serving basically as a consolation 
meet, Phelps has made sure he’s on the radar of the 
world’s elite swimming in Russia.Phelps

Michael Clarke 

Teenager
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SOLVE THE RIDDLE

GUESS WHO?

Mario Gotze
Santa Claus

1-TRIANGLE, 2-HEXAGON, 3-PENTAGON, 
4-SQUARE, 5-RECTANGLE

 

WORD SCRAMBLE

Do You Want To Be Our Guest Journalist?Do You Want To Be Our Guest Journalist?
Young Minds encourages children to send news, quizzes, articles and drawings of their choice. The 
participants are awarded a participation certificate. Send your entries with your school’s name, class, age 
and address at newsdesk@youngmindsonline.com or mail to F-62, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, New 
Delhi-110020. (Gifts sponsored by mathguru)

Are you full of great business ideas? Do you see the possibility of doing things differently or creating 
a service or product? If so, you may be on your way to becoming the next great entrepreneur!
Entrepreneurship is a creative endeavor, in which innovators put their ideas to the test in the 
marketplace, hoping to transform them into successful commercial realities. It is an entrepreneur’s 
creativity and desire to innovate and improve that generates the countless products, services, and 
processes that many of us use and enjoy every day.
Apply now for Columbia Business School’s “Global Entrepreneurship and Innovation” pre-college 
course in Delhi from 18th- 22ndDec, 2015. 
For course details, please visit http://ce.columbia.edu/high-school/nyc/junior-senior-courses/
entrepreneurship-and-innovation 
Apply now to avail the early bird discount. Full fee is `99,000 and early bird is `84,000.
For admission form and further inquiries, please write with student details to columbiacourses@
youngmindsonline.com  or call +91-9811456566, 91-9810199492
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/inventednewdelhi. 

OUR PAGE

REBUS

Answer 
Bread

JACK-IN-A-BOX

above, adverb, ave, aver, 
brave, braved, braver, 
bravo, bravoed, deva, dove, 

drove, drover, ova, over, OVERBOARD, 
OVERBROAD, overdo, rave, raved, raver, 
rev, rove, roved, rover, var, verb, voe.

Answer
1.B, 2.A  
3.D, 4.C,  
5.D, 6.B

HOW ACTIVE IS YOUR MIND?

Answer
1-A, 2-A, 3-C,  
4-A, 5-A, 6-D 

A man owns a rabbit farm and 
is known around the world for 
his rabbits who can lift more 
than any man. A little boy asks 
him “How do you keep your 
rabbits so strong?”
The man replies, “It’s no 
secret.” He pulls out a bottle 
of shampoo and says, “Keeps 
your hare strong!”
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TECHNOLOGY 
QUIZ

FUN WITH MATHSAnswers and explanations

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS REGRETTED

6
Starting on the extreme left and right hand of the row and working 
towards the centre, add the end digits together and subtract 3 to give 
the next value along to the left, and add 1 to give the next value along to 
the right. Repeat this sequence, working towards the centre.

Nikita Kalra , 5-C  Spring Dales 
School, Dhaula Kuan

This is one of the world’s most 
famous mushroom rocks, located in 
Egypt. Also called “rock pedestals,” 
they are one of the most striking 
manifestations of the processes of 
erosion and weathering.

Yuvi Khandpur, Class 
9, Birla Vidya Niketan

AIM HIGH

RAINS

Let your thoughts be sharp,
And mind in control,

Let your heart be kind ,
Don’t let stress to rule.

Let your nature be good,
Your words as strong as wood,

Your aim always high,
Stay away from telling a lie.

I like it,when it rains,
But I don’t like when it fills up the drains.

I like when the weather becomes cool,
But I don’t like when the roads become pools.

I like the green plants glow,
But I don’t like when the traffic gets slow.

I like when I see a rainbow,
But I don’t like to see water overflow.

Nohar Kumar, ex-student, 
DPS,mathura Road

Harshil Bedi,
Class 3,Amity International School

MUSHROOM ROCK (EGYPT)
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